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IP69K Series
Engineered to stand up to the most rigorous 
operating conditions — including high-pressure 
caustic washdowns and other cleaning and 
sanitizing procedures — the new IPTCI® IP69K 
Series is a massive leap forward in safety, reliability 
and sealing effectiveness.

The IP69K Series is ideal for  
food manufacturers, poultry  
and meat processors, 
pharmaceutical manufacturers, 
bottling companies, canning 
operations, car washes — any 
environment where bearings  
are subject to close-range,  
high-temperature, high-pressure 
caustic washdowns and frequent 
temporary submersions.

At a Glance
•  Unique triple-lip molded 

rubber composition 
provides superior 
protection against dust 
and liquid intrusion.

•   “Lubed for life” with 
H-1 food-grade grease 
to eliminate lube holes, 
grease zerks, and other 
potential areas of 
intrusion.

•   High-quality, corrosion-
resistant stainless steel 
construction extends the 
life of the bearing.

•   No external seals or covers 
required.

•   From an industry leader 
in mounted bearings 
and mechanical power-
transmission components.

•  Specify IPTCI’s IP69K 
Series for your most 
challenging applications. 
Dustproof. Waterproof. 
Hassleproof.

Product Range 
•  Sizes: 201 – 208 (1/2" to 

1-1/2"; 20mm to 40mm). 
Larger sizes available 
upon request.

• 	 Configurations: Available 
in all major housing 
configurations (including 
Stand-Off Series).

•  Nomenclature: SUC 205 
16 IP69K.

Challenge

A major manufacturer in the building materials 
industry has a slurry application where the 
bearings see fine abrasive particles.
Each manufacturing line contains 96 bearings. Grit 
and water continuously sluice through the rows of 
bearings, with the bearings at the “upstream end”  
of the line seeing the brunt of the abuse.
The regular pressure washings required to keep 
the lines operational, forced moisture and grit 
further into the bearings.
Maintenance challenges are so tough that the 
plant was going through as many as 1,800 
UCPA205-16 bearings per year. At $20 per bearing, 
that adds up quickly. Factor in the higher risk 
of downtime and 16-20 hours of maintenance 
per week and it’s clear this was a problem that 
needed to be addressed.
After making some refinements to the cleaning 
processes, the company tested approximately  
a dozen other bearings in an effort to extend the 
operating life. All failed, including a cost-prohibitive 
bearing that survived for several months.

Solution

Solve’s engineering team worked with the 
manufacturer and identified the IPTCI IP69K Series 
bearings as the ideal solution.
The corrosion-resistant, stainless steel IP69K 
Series bearings are engineered to stand up to the 
most rigorous operating conditions, including 
high-pressure caustic washdowns, at a price-point 
that is surprisingly affordable.
A unique triple-lip, molded rubber composition 
seal provides superior protection against  
liquid and dust intrusion without the need for 
external seals or covers. The IPTCI IP69K Series 
bearings from Solve are “lubed for life” with  
food-grade grease to eliminate lube holes, grease 
zerks, and other potential areas of ingress.
The manufacturer began by testing several IPTCI 
IP69K Series bearings to see how they would hold 
up in the harsh environment. At twenty weeks 
(and counting), there has been no sign of wear. An 
additional 96 bearings were installed to complete 
the conversion of the line.

IP69K Series Case Study

Learn	more	about	IP69K	Series	bearings	and	other	Solve	products	at	solveindustrial.com.

The IP69K Standard
•  IP: Ingress Protection 

rating.

•  First	digit:	Protection 
against solids. “6” means 
dust tight; no ingress  
of dust.

•  Second	digit:	Protection 
against liquids. “9K” 
means protection 
against close-range, 
high-pressure, high-
temperature washdowns 
and steam cleaning.

Better Together

The Solve Difference
Superior Product Availability
Solve provides complete coverage of Metric and American Standard 
sizes, with a comprehensive product catalog of 25,000+ bearings and 
power transmission components. With the Solve Express™ program, 
you’ll have the parts you need ASAP, with same-day delivery available 
on many critical products.

Expertise You Can Rely On
With Solve, you can count on responsive, knowledgeable technical 
support and extensive engineering capabilities earned from more 
than 50 years of experience solving bearing and power transmission 
challenges. For really tough problems, we can custom engineer and 
manufacture bearings and components to fit virtually any need.

Quality + Performance + Price
Our highly honed supply chain has been forged and tempered with 
demanding quality assurance programs to ensure that our products 
perform under the most demanding conditions. Better yet, that 
performance always comes at a fair price — the Solve Sweet Spot™ 
provides the perfect blend of performance and value.

Attentive Service from People You Trust
The strength of our product catalog is complemented by our 
unparalleled commitment to customer service. Solve 360 Service™ 
gives you 24/7 access to our team of highly trained technical support 
professionals — with an average 15+ years of experience — who will 
always go the extra mile to get you what you need, when you need it.

Combining the complementary strengths of the IPTCI, PTI, LMS and Tritan 
product lines, Solve’s brands have become leaders in the Metric and American 
Standard power transmission and industrial-grade bearings markets. Solve is 
also the U.S. supplier for a variety of European specialty partners.

POWER TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS
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Corrosion-Resistant Mounted Ball Bearings
Solve offers a wide assortment of corrosion-resistant units — including IP69K-certified bearings — to stand up to 
the high-temperature, high-pressure caustic washdowns found in the food, beverage, pharmaceutical and other 
industries. Bearings are lubricated with high performance NSF H1 food-grade grease and stainless steel inserts are 
available with set screw or eccentric locking collars.

Housing Styles

Corrosion-Resistant Stand-Off Series Housing Styles
Stand-Off Series mounted bearing units significantly reduce areas for bacterial growth, reducing the potential for product contamination and the 
needless costs associated with it.  

2-Bolt Flange*

4-Bolt Flange*

Pillow Block*

2-Bolt Flange 3-Bolt Flange Bracket4-Bolt Flange Tapped Base

3-Bolt Flange

Piloted 4-Bolt Flange*

Hanger Unit

3-Bolt Flange Bracket*

Tapped Base

Take-Up Unit*

*Available in Medium Duty

Stainless Steel

Thermoplastic

Nickel Plated

Housing Materials
Housing Styles

Medium Duty Housing Styles

Heavy Duty Housing Styles Take-Up Units

Pillow Block 2-Bolt Flange

Swivel FlangePiloted Flange

3-Bolt Flange

Tapped Base

Heavy Duty  
Pillow Block

Take-Up  
Unit

Hanger Bearing

Heavy Duty  
Flange

Wide Slot  
Take-Up Unit

Medium Duty  
Pillow Block

Medium Duty  
Flange

Medium Duty  
Piloted Flange

Specialty Blocks

Fan & Blower Blocks
These heavy-duty bearings are ideal 
for Fans, Blowers, Bench Grinders, 
Buffers, and Jack Shafts. All housings are 
equipped with two bearings, each with  
individual grease wells, and feature 
Ductile Iron housings to provide superior 
strength over the more common Cast Iron 
housing material. 

Wide Slot Take-Up Frames
Fabricated from heavy-duty 
Plate Steel. The frames are 
assembled so they fit  
between the frame and  
mating bearing. 

Standard Mounted Ball Bearings
Solve proudly offers the widest assortment of housings and ball bearing inserts in the industry. We stock over 700 
housing types including popular European Metric, Asian Metric and American Standard configurations. Stock product 
available through 140mm (Metric), 4" (American Standard). 

4-Bolt Flange
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Metric Power Transmission Components
Solve stocks a wide range of SP and Super Torque Metric Sheaves, Metric Timing Pulleys including T-Series, HTD and 
XL, L and H Series Synchronous versions and the corresponding Taper Bushings in all of the Metric and inch bore sizes. 
Bored-to-size, custom sheaves and Timing Pulleys are also available.

Other Solve Offerings & Products

Metric Variable Pitch TL Pulleys
Allow for speed adjustment of the driven 
shaft and available in Z, A and B belt sections. 

Rod Ends
•  Standard and heavy-duty rated units 

including designs capable of high dynamic, 
high static axial loads and high speeds.

•  Stainless steel units can be applied in 
corrosive environments.

•  Right and left, male and female threaded 
units are all standard stock.

•  Additional rubber seals and neoprene 
protector caps available.

•  Custom designed units possible to 
accommodate application requirements.

•  Hydraulic rod ends suited for heavy loads 
and severe environments.

•  Interchangeable with European standards.

Pulleys & Sheaves

HRC Series Elastomeric  
Shaft Couplings

Key Features

•  No lubrication or maintenance required.

•  Compact design cushions shocks.

•  Easy installation only requires Allen 
wrench and straight edge.

SPZ, SPA, SPB, SPC Series  
TL V-Belt Metric Sheaves
Stocked up to 1250mm pitch diameter  
and up to 10 grooves on most sizes.

Super Torque TL Timing Pulleys
8mm or 14mm pitch sizes and available  
in belt widths up to 85 and 170mm. 

HTD TL Timing Pulleys
Available in a tooth pitch of 5mm, 8mm 
and 14mm and stocked in several standard 
widths for standard HTD belts. 

XL, L and H Synchronous  
TL Timing Pulleys
Available in 3 pitch sizes: XL (1/5" pitch),  
L (3/8" pitch) and H (1/2" pitch) and a 
variety of standard belt widths up to 3". 

T-Series and AT Series Metric  
Timing Pulleys
A trapezoidal tooth form available in three 
popular sizes: 2.5, 5 and 10mm. The AT tooth 
form is a curvilinear pitch form available in 
two sizes: 5 and 10mm.

Corrosion-Resistant Inserts

Roller Chains

Sprockets & Accessories

Unitized Spherical  
Roller Bearings

Stainless Steel  
Setscrew (SUC, SSB)

Stainless Steel 
Eccentric Collar (SHC, SNA)

Stainless Steel  
IP69K Series

Stainless Steel  
Cylindrical OD (SSER)

Hard Chrome  
Coated (CUC)

All of Solve’s corrosion-resistant bearing inserts use high-quality H1 food-grade grease that 
is water resistant to reduce washout while also avoiding product contamination for food and 
beverage applications.

End Covers provide another layer of 
protection for the inside of the bearing 
during wash downs to extend bearing life.

Stainless Steel End Cover

Thermoplastic End Cover

Roller bearings generally offer higher  
radial load capacities but lower axial  
load capacities than equivalent-sized  
ball bearings.

SR2200 2-Bolt  
Pillow Block

SRE & SR2200  
4-Bolt Flange

SR2200 Wide Slot  
Take-Up

SR2200 4-Bolt 
Pillow Block

Metric (British Standard) and ANSI precision 
roller and conveyor chains stocked in 
single, double and triple strands (quadruple 
strands in select sizes).

Conveyor and Rubber Top Chain

Roll-Ring Chain Tensioners
Solve offers a wide range of hub type and plate 
type sprockets available in both metric and 
ANSI sizes. Our products are made from both 
cast iron or steel and advanced quality control 
and testing systems ensure the utmost quality. 
Sprockets can be customized or bored to size 
to your specific application.

Keeps chain aligned. No adjustments 
needed. Installs in just seconds and stays 
put. Reduces downtime. No alignment, no 
brackets to mount. Dampens chain whip, 
reducing wear and noise of the drive.

TL Tapered Bushings
TL Sprockets are stocked in a wide variety of 
sizes including ISO 06B, 08B, 10B, 12B, 16B and 
20B chain sizes (3/8 to 1-1/4" pitch) for single, 
double and triple chain. 

A compact, no-lube coupling that requires  
no maintenance. Available stock with  
bored-to-size hubs or TL Bushed versions  
that can be easily installed on flange or hub 
side. Removal uses a bushing removal hole, 
so screws never touch or damage the shaft.

End Covers



Supporting Our  
OEM Partners
Solve is committed to serving our OEM 
partners with best-in-class products, services 
and operational support.

Custom Modifications  
for a Perfect Fit
Solve’s engineers can design and build 
components to your exact specifications.

Quality Control 
for Peace of Mind 
Solve-manufactured parts must meet 
stringent quality control measures before 
items are added to inventory.

Complete Engineering &  
Manufacturing Services
Solve quality extends beyond our product 
offering to include a full range of technical 
support and services.

Move Your  
Projects Forward 
When designing new products, Solve  
offers complete prototyping services. 

Reverse Engineering  
to Keep You Running
Obsolete parts don’t have to halt operation. 
Solve can reverse-engineer critical 
components for quality replacements.

Application  
Engineering
Solve can conduct a complete process 
analysis to help find your ideal solution when 
the situation calls for it.

Custom Product  
Design & Manufacturing
Custom manufacturing services to meet 
product, design and process needs. 

Failure Analysis &  
Bearing Forensics
If any part in your product or process fails to 
perform, Solve is there to analyze and help 
resolve the issue.

Solve Industrial Motion Group Corporate Headquarters Charlotte, NC - USA
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